Followings are the correspondence between Mr. Kaminski and Mr. Tsuji after the
meeting on May 14.
Dear Mr. Tsuji,
Thank you very much for your courtesy and the inspiring study session. I am grateful
for the opportunity to be introduced to the Smile-kai community by Prof. Wasilewski. I
also apologize for my inadequate knowledge of Japanese.
I was truly touched by the Reverend's lecture: He has interwoven a genuine wisdom of
his own life experiences of war and discrimination with the much broader intercultural
and philosophic issues of Slavery and Final Judgment.
As I mentioned during our follow up discussion, the Burakumin issue is not exclusively
a Japanese phenomena: I had encountered a structurally similar discrimination of
domestic social groups during my field research in Central Europe, Scandinavia and
other regions. The Reverend's cross-culturally rich life experiences in Taiwan, Japan
and Brazil proved that our inner conflicts can be channeled into a socially positive force
and passed over to the next generations. K. Matsushita's PHP legacy is an other
example of transforming one's life wisdom to a practical tool for the long-term social
changes.
As you had noted our time for discussion was limited. There are many question we
might have asked ourselves: Is War and Discrimination going to be as an integral part
of our children and grandchildren's future as it was a part of our parents and
grandparents' lives? Are the new generations of multi-cultural Europeans going to be
better prepared to cope with ethnic and social discrimination in the larger EU? Will the
Korean Unification inspire grassroots mobilization and generate an Asian Unity
movement across cultural political boundaries? Could such a movement bring a South
East Asian Union(SEAU) and secure better conditions for the Eurasian peace and
prosperity?
Thank you again for the thought provoking evening. I appreciate your kind invitation
and hope to contribute to the SMILE-kai's sessions in the future.
Best regards to you and your colleagues,
Marek
Dear Mr.Kaminski,
I thank you very much for your mail, and I was very glad to hear you enjoyed our
meeting although we could not do enough effort to make you understand the Reverend's
report fully.

I read your letter and I thought your comments are to be appreciated by the visitors to
our homepage as well as our absent members.
If you do not mind allow me to introduce your comment as follows.
(including the sensitive part of " K. Matsushita's PHP legacy is an other example of
transforming one's life wisdom to a practical tool for the long term social changes.")
Did you visit our homepage? ... http://www.smile-kai.com/
Mr. Horio finished to renew it already adding yesterday's meeting.
Best regards,
Hiroshi Tsuji

Dear Mr. Tsuji,
Please feel free to incorporate my comments on the Reverend's lecture to
your SMILE-kai's homepage.
I visited your homepage yesterday and was astonished to find my photo as
well. I have also learned more about the SMILE-kai's distinguished
membership and the past lecture series.
Best regards
Marek

